
Great Melton ‘A’ 2014 Season Review 

 

After a 2013 campaign in which survival was only secured thanks to individual brilliance from Paul 

Movel on the last day of the season, the 2014 season, in sharp contrast, proved to be the most 

successful campaign that Great Melton A has ever enjoyed, a season notable not only for 

promotion to Norfolk Cricket Alliance Division Three,  but a remarkable record of only one losing 

draw and no defeats throughout the entire season.  Allied to nine victories and three winning 

draws, a runners up spot was secured in Division Four, ensuring that in 2015 the A team will play 

at a higher level than the First Team when the Club first entered the Alliance. 

A number of factors contributed to this ultimately successful season. The First Team’s promotion 

to Division One allowed them to secure a number of new, quality players and the knock on effect 

was an improvement in availability and quality to the A’s, meaning that the core of the side which 

included Martin Bunn, Lee Whiddett, Paul Stearman, Michael Farmer, Leo De Salis and Simon 

Woods were often supplemented from above rather than below, with the likes of Chris 

Greenslade, George Bunn, Matt Clarke, Marcus Godbold, Jack Pearse, Ben and Sam Mann all 

making telling contributions. 

The season highlights are perhaps too numerous to mention in detail here, but the team got off to 

a cracking start from which we never really looked back, as fifties from Martin Bunn and Marcus 

Godbold saw off Mundford on the first day and Leo De Salis set a standard from which he rarely 

dropped as he excelled himself to produce miserly spell after spell all season long – a captain’s 

dream. 

73 from Godbold then saw off Hales before 61 from Martin Bunn secured another win against 

Garboldisham A, coupled with 3-28 from De Salis. It is no surprise that the two men went on to 

share the player of the season award. 

A truly remarkable win followed against Sheringham as, standing 100-8 chasing 168, Nick 

Gristwood and Simon Woods produced a superb partnership to snatch victory from the jaws of 

defeat, something which we would go on to repeat on more than one occasion. A team effort then 

saw us dispose again of Winterton, before our only negative result of the season, where a Will 

Denny inspired Stow A made 282-3 before a Sam Mann 119 secured a losing draw.  

We then produced a remarkable one wicket win at Mundford as, chasing 228, Matt Clarke made 

58 and Marcus Godbold 50 but needing 19 from 3 overs with only Simon Woods and last man 

Darshan Rai at the crease, both kept their nerve incredibly to win the game with 3 balls to spare, a 

sign of our belief and ability to get over the line in tough situations. 

We then racked up 302-5 declared at Hales thanks to 132 from Martin Bunn before 4-26 from 

Michael Farmer saw us to a 245 run win. Then perhaps the most amazing display of the season 

came at home to eventual champions Brooke A. Having battled our way to 205-7, the game looked 

all but over as Brooke needed just four to win from two overs with five wickets left. But a double-

wicket maiden from Michael Farmer, followed by a double-wicket over from Paul Movel saw 

Brooke finish one run short, nine wickets down – an astonishing turnaround and one which led to 

the ‘invincibles’ tag which the side had richly merited. 



We then secured another tight winning draw at Garboldisham, 60 from Lee Whiddett securing a 

197-10 total. Garboldisham looked likely to chase the total at 179-6 with 3 overs left, but brilliant 

death bowling from Nick Mackenzie and Nick Gristwood saw them restricted to 196-9, again held a 

single run short of our score. 

We were never to come close to defeat again, as Nick Mackenzie obliterated Sheringham for 68 by 

taking 7-11, before 76 against Winterton by Jack Pearse and then a fine team effort against 

Rocklands on the final day secured the points needed to clinch promotion. 

From a Captain’s point of view, I can only pay tribute to both my players and to my fellow 

captains, Richard, Tim and Simon, whom in my opinion helped to create the most successful 

selection process during my time in captaincy.  

My thanks also go to Neal, Grenners and of course Mike, for preparing outstanding wickets and 

outfields every week. What a place Melton Park is to play your cricket. 

Lee Whiddett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


